
Corporate Director (Law and Governance) and 
Monitoring Officer, T W Mortimer LLB Solicitor

OSC

OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY

Notice of a Meeting, to be held in the Council Chamber, Civic Centre, Tannery Lane, 
Ashford, Kent, TN23 1PL on Tuesday, 24th April, 2018 at 7.00 pm.

The Members of the Overview and Scrutiny are:-

Cllr. Chilton (Chairman)
Cllr. Ovenden (Vice-Chairman)

Cllrs. Bartlett, Burgess, Feacey, Hicks, A. Howard, Knowles, Krause, Macpherson, 
Martin, Mrs. Martin.

Agenda
Page Nos..

1.  Apologies/Substitutes

To receive Notification of Substitutes in accordance with Procedure 
Rule 1.2 (iii)

2.  Declarations of Interest 1 - 2

To declare any interests which fall under the following categories, as 
explained on the attached document:

a) Disclosable Pecuniary Interests (DPI)
b) Other Significant Interests (OSI)
c) Voluntary Announcements of Other Interests
See Agenda Item 2 for further details

3.  Minutes of the Previous Meeting 3 - 10

4.  Commercial Investment by the Council

The report will present information on the Council’s policies for 
property acquisition; the background, return, risks, due diligence and 
future plans for International House and Park Mall; and risk 
assessment for commercial investments made by the Council.

(Report to follow)

5.  Future Reviews and Report Tracker and Topic Selection 11 - 14



Flowchart
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16 April 2018

Queries concerning this agenda?  Please contact Member Services, 
telephone: 01233 330491 or email: membersservices@ashford.gov.uk
Agendas, Reports and Minutes are available on: www.ashford.gov.uk/committees

http://www.ashford.gov.uk/committees


Agenda Item 2

Declarations of Interest (see also “Advice to Members”below)

(a) Disclosable Pecuniary Interests (DPI) under the Localism Act 2011, relating to 
items on this agenda.  The nature as well as the existence of any such interest 
must be declared, and the agenda item(s) to which it relates must be stated.

A Member who declares a DPI in relation to any item will need to leave the 
meeting for that item (unless a relevant Dispensation has been granted).

(b) Other Significant Interests (OSI) under the Kent Code of Conduct as adopted 
by the Council on 19 July 2012, relating to items on this agenda.  The nature as 
well as the existence of any such interest must be declared, and the agenda 
item(s) to which it relates must be stated.

A Member who declares an OSI in relation to any item will need to leave the 
meeting before the debate and vote on that item (unless a relevant Dispensation 
has been granted).  However, prior to leaving, the Member may address the 
Committee in the same way that a member of the public may do so.

(c) Voluntary Announcements of Other Interests not required to be disclosed 
under (a) and (b), i.e. announcements made for transparency reasons alone, such 
as:

 Membership of outside bodies that have made representations on agenda 
items, or

 Where a Member knows a person involved, but does not have a close 
association with that person, or

 Where an item would affect the well-being of a Member, relative, close 
associate, employer, etc. but not his/her financial position.

[Note: an effect on the financial position of a Member, relative, close associate, 
employer, etc; OR an application made by a Member, relative, close associate, 
employer, etc, would both probably constitute either an OSI or in some cases a 
DPI].

Advice to Members on Declarations of Interest:  
(a) Government Guidance on DPI is available in DCLG’s Guide for Councillors, at 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/5962/2193362.pdf

(b) The Kent Code of Conduct was adopted by the Full Council on 19 July 2012,
and a copy can be found in the Constitution at
http://www.ashford.gov.uk/part-5---codes-and-protocols 

(c) If any Councillor has any doubt about the existence or nature of any DPI or OSI 
which he/she may have in any item on this agenda, he/she should seek advice 
from the Corporate Director (Law and Governance) and Monitoring Officer or from 
other Solicitors in Legal and Democratic Services as early as possible, and in 
advance of the Meeting. Page 1
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https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/5962/2193362.pdf
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Overview and Scrutiny Committee
Minutes of a Meeting of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee held in the Council 
Chamber, Civic Centre, Tannery Lane, Ashford on the 27th March 2018.

Present: 

Cllr. Chilton (Chairman);

Cllrs. Bartlett, Mrs. Blanford, Burgess, Feacey, Howard-Smith, Knowles, Miss. Martin, 
Mrs. Martin, Ovenden, Sims.

In accordance with Procedure Rule 1.2 (iii) Cllr. Howard-Smith attended as Substitute 
Member for Cllr Hicks, Cllr. Sims attended for Cllr. Krause and Cllr. Mrs Blanford 
attended for Cllr. A.Howard.

Apologies:

Cllrs. Hicks, A.Howard, Krause.

Also Present: 

Cllr. Buchanan, Bradford, Mrs. Bell.

Local Care Director for Ashford and Company Secretary for the Ashford, Canterbury 
and Coastal, Thanet and South Kent Coast CCGs; Estates Consultant - Ashford 
CCG. 

Head of Health Parking & Community Safety, Cultural Projects Manager, Cultural 
Projects Team Leader, Corporate Scrutiny and Overview Officer, Member Services 
Officer.

398 Declarations of Interest

Councillor

Feacey
Announced an ‘Other Interest’ as a tenant of Ashford 
Borough Council. 

Interest

Made a “Voluntary Announcement” as 
Chairman of the Ashford Volunteer Bureau and 
Trustee of Repton Connect.

Minute No.

401

399 Minutes

Cllr. Feacey clarified that many Members had already undertaken the Overview & 
Scrutiny training, but the Member Services Team could arrange further training if it 
was requested.
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Resolved:

That the Minutes of the Meeting of this Committee held on the 6th March 2018 be 
approved and confirmed as a correct record.  

400 Future Reviews and Report Tracker and Topic 
Selection Flowchart
The Corporate Scrutiny and Overview Officer introduced this item and explained that 
the Report for the Trading and Enterprise Board & A Better Choice for Property Ltd 
would now be presented at May’s meeting, whilst the Report for Commercial 
Investment by the Council would be presented at April’s meeting.

 Resolved:

That the Tracker be received and noted.

401 Youth Engagement Report

The Cultural Projects Team Leader introduced this item and gave a brief background 
to the report.  He explained that many youth services were delivered in collaboration 
with key partners and agencies, including Uprising, Sk8side and the Ashford 
Volunteer Centre, for whom representatives had come along to the meeting to speak 
to Members.

The Team Leader from Uprising explained to the Committee that the Charity was 
founded in 2011 and ran several projects in the Borough including House (an open 
access youth centre) Aspire+, (a programme to help young people dealing with 
various issues) and Project Purple (a year 6 transition programme working in 
partnership with Ashford Oaks Primary School).  The aim of all the programmes was 
to provide recreational and leisure activities to young people, whilst helping them to 
engage with the community responsibly.

The Services Co-Ordinator for the Ashford Volunteer Centre explained the ethos 
behind their projects was about increasing confidence and social skills so that young 
people could have a positive impact on the community. This was especially important 
for those Not in Education, Employment or Training (NEET). The reality was that 
many youngsters suffered with low self-esteem and the projects that the Centre ran 
focussed on improving what skills the young people did possess.  The Centre worked 
closely with ABC, as well as a number of other agencies including Job Centre Plus, 
Porchlight and Ashford College.  

The Director of Sk8side then spoke to the Committee and explained that they 
provided an open access space for young people to hang out and gain advice from 
youth workers. A variety of workshops were delivered, some of which concentrated on 
more serious issues including alcohol and drug abuse, and sexual health.  Some 
young people from Sk8side had recently attended the public consultation for Victoria 
Park and enjoyed voicing their opinions in a public forum.  Fundraising events were 
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planned by the Project after it was announced that the KCC Contract would be 
terminated this summer.

The Chairman thanked the Cultural Projects Team Leader and Partners for their 
contribution, and he then opened up the report to the Committee for 
questions/comments:

 A Member asked if there was any threat to ABC funding for any of the projects. 
The Cultural Projects Team Leader assured Members that ABC funding 
remained in place for the forthcoming financial year (2018-19).  At this stage, it 
was difficult to predict beyond this timescale. 

 The Committee discussed out reach of youth services in rural areas and the 
external partners advised that they did offer services in several rural areas 
outside of the town including Hothfield, Charing, Smeeth and Tenterden.  

 A Member asked if part of Section 106 funding could be made available for 
youth services when new developments were built.  The Cultural Projects 
Team Leader advised that this was sometimes the case; Chilmington Green 
was an example where part of the Section 106 funding had been allocated for 
a Community Development Worker.

 The Ward Member spoke about the proposed closure of Bockhanger Hall.  The 
building was very run down and no longer fit for purpose due to its restrictive 
design.  Since there were already a number of well-equipped halls within the 
vicinity it was felt that the best course of action going forward was to close 
Bockhanger Hall and look at alternative options for the site.

Resolved:

That the Report be received and noted

402 Ashford and Tenterden Estates Strategy
The Corporate Scrutiny and Overview Officer introduced the report which aimed to 
provide an update on the CCG Estates Strategy and Implementation Plan, the 
purpose of which was to ensure the required community based healthcare 
infrastructure was in place to meet the needs of Ashford residents over the next 
decade.  He introduced the Local Care Director for Ashford and Company Secretary 
for the Ashford, Canterbury and Coastal, Thanet and South Kent Coast CCGs; and 
his colleague, the Estates Consultant.  A presentation was given by the Estates 
Consultant who highlighted the desire to move from what was a current position 
statement to a transformational plan of action that would see new health infrastructure 
within Ashford.  An emphasis was placed on ensuring that the right services were 
provided in the right settings.  It was stressed that the plan was a live document and 
would continue to be reviewed, developed and updated as necessary.
A clear distinction was made between the necessary primary care investment that 
was needed in terms of current use patterns and the far greater transformation that 
was necessary to enable the out of hospital local care shift i.e. the creation of health 
hubs in each of the three clusters, namely Ashford North, Ashford Rural and Ashford 
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Urban.

The Chairman then opened up the item for questions/comments:

 A member of the Tenterden Town Council and practicing consultant, Dr. 
Isworth said that he was pleased to hear about the proposals, but had 
concerns that current facilities were not being utilised fully.  East Cross Health 
Centre in Tenterden currently held only two clinics per week, and there had 
been resistance to increase its use.  Dr Isworth went on to talk about West 
View Hospital.  He stated that the lower ground floor had the potential to be 
developed into a rehabilitation unit, but instead was unused.  He suggested 
that this situation be reviewed believing that it would be an ideal facility to 
support those patients being discharged from hospital.  He spoke about the 
need for interaction from East Kent Hospitals with local GP’s and health care 
staff to be able to bring the facilities back into use.  The CCG Representatives 
agreed with Dr Isworth that East Cross could be better utilised and said that 
plans to reconfigure that building were in place.  West View building was 
owned by KCC and they agreed that it was currently not used to its best 
advantage, and it could be beneficial to operate additional services to those 
provided by KCC from that building. They asked to speak with Dr. Isworth to 
consult further on these issues after the meeting.

 A Member asked how plans were progressing for a health centre at Repton 
Park.  The Estates Manager advised that a new health centre was not deemed 
necessary, as there was sufficient capacity within the patient lists for existing 
practices to accommodate the population increase arising from development at 
Repton.  The possibility of receiving cash from the developer rather than just 
an option to purchase the land had been explored, but this was not possible.  
He explained how the new estate strategy included greater primary care 
provision since hospitals were now required to decrease their non-clinical 
estate to below 35%.  

 In response to a question asking why some patients were not allocated to their 
closest GP surgery, the Local Care Director clarified that patients do have the 
choice of where they go providing the surgery they prefer had an open list and 
some may have been allocated years ago to a surgery and not changed when 
they moved home.  

 A Member asked about the timeframe for the strategy since the Council’s Local 
Plan was for fifteen years, but this new strategy was for five years.  The Local 
Care Director explained that the NHS operated on a five year planning cycle, 
but they recognised that realistically the plans would develop over a longer 
period.  It was anticipated that the public consultation would start in April 2018 
and a Member said it was vital to keep the public informed at each stage so 
they had time to adjust to new procedures.

 The Committee then asked what ABC could do to help the CCG with their 
plans.  The Estate Consultant advised that it was important to continue to 
improve working relationships between agencies, and it was positive that 
representatives from different agencies were now in contact and keeping 
abreast of changes.  The Head of Health Parking & Community Safety 
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reiterated how important it was for partners to work together and outlined the 
positive steps that had been made with ABC Officers now being represented 
on the Ashford Estate Group and CCG Primary Care Commissioning 
Committee.  They were also reassured that the CCG had the expertise and 
services operating on the ground and this would be sustained in order to see 
the estate strategy implemented.

Resolved:

That the Report be received and noted.

403 Sustainability and Transformation Plan Update - 
William Harvey Hospital

The Local Care Director introduced the first part of this item, which was regarding the 
future of the William Harvey Hospital (WHH).  He referred the Committee to the report 
that outlined two options.  The first option was to retain the hospital as a major 
emergency centre with 24/7 A&E and all specialist services.  The 2nd option was for it 
to change to providing 24/7 GP led urgent care services, with A&E services being 
provided at a new single major emergency hospital for all of east Kent provided in 
Canterbury.  The options were currently at the evaluation stage (using criteria 
covering quality of care, access, staffing, affordability, deliverability and support for 
research and education) to identify preferred options with consultation to be carried 
out.

The report was then opened up to the Committee and the following points/questions 
were raised:

 A Member said that he felt that the 2nd option was unsuitable because the 
distance for people in Kent to travel to one A&E in Canterbury was too 
extensive and the surrounding infrastructure was sub-standard.  Therefore, the 
1st option stood out to be the better option since it provided extra GP’s at Kent 
and Canterbury whilst retaining A&E services at WHH and QEQM Hospitals.  
The Local Care Director explained that currently staff were deployed over a 
large area travelling from each hospital, whereas A&E services on one site 
would enable concentration of staff and remove the travel time.  He added that 
there were still many issues that needed to be worked through, and this was 
why consultation was important.

 Dr Isworth said that specialist services did need to be focussed in one place 
and more funding and equipment was necessary.  However, the main problem 
for East Kent Hospitals was recruitment and retention of staff.  He hoped that 
the recent announcement that a Medical School would be opening in the 
county would result in greater numbers of medical staff being trained and 
taking jobs within the county.  He added that staff engagement and better 
working conditions were important factors also in retaining staff.

 A Member spoke about the conditions of the current hospital buildings and felt 
that they were all in need of vast modernisation, therefore the 2nd option of 
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building a brand new hospital did have key advantages. 

 The Local Care Director spoke about the relationship between productivity and 
staffing and recognised that there were inefficiencies in delivery of services 
resulting from this.  It was hoped that the new non-traditional (local care) ways 
of working being proposed would help to combat these problems and eradicate 
some of the pressure that was currently felt by staff.

 A Member, referring to the wider estate strategy and the local care 
arrangements, indicated support for the direction of travel especially with 
regard to the health hubs and networks.  However, he strongly objected to any 
downgrading of the WHH and suggested a 3rd option be considered for A&E 
services to be in place at each of the three hospital sites.  He said that since 
Ashford was a significant growth town with an increasing population it made no 
sense to dismantle the infrastructure within it.  He went onto ask about the 
proposal within the report to potentially close a practice that served Ashford 
residents in the Borough and possibly relocate services to Otterpool Park, the 
new proposed Garden town near Folkestone. Members felt that this was 
unacceptable and were completely opposed to any closures in the Borough in 
the context Ashford’s growth and the need to protect existing GP provision.  
The Estates Manager confirmed that there were currently no plans to close any 
surgeries and the report would be amended to reflect that.  

 In response to a question from a Member, the Local Care Director informed the 
Committee that the engagement event that had been scheduled to take place 
in February was being re-arranged for a future date, since the proposal for the 
brand new hospital building required more information from the developer.

 A Member spoke about Section 106 agreements and expressed his 
disappointment that too often they were ineffective in respect of leading to the 
delivery of infrastructure.  Public expectations were often not met as the 
facilities offered by the developer failed to materialise.   He asked that ABC 
Officers ensure best value was gained from the Section 106 agreements in 
order to support delivery of vital infrastructure.

 The Chairman thanked the CCG representatives for their attendance and 
suggested that Members of the Committee respond accordingly to the 
consultation regarding the plans.  The Head of Health Parking & Community 
Safety added that updates were available through the Ashford Health and 
Wellbeing Board and ABC were keen to support the consultation process.  She 
indicated that the consultation over the hospitals would come before a future 
Cabinet meeting.  The Chairman noted that the consensus of Councillors 
present at the Meeting was that further debate was necessary on these issues.

Resolved:

That the Report be received and noted.
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404 Sustainability and Transformation Plan Update – Local 
Care Arrangements

The second part of the STP Update was regarding Local Care arrangements.  
The Chairman opened up the report to the Committee for their 
questions/comments and the following points were raised:

 In response to a question asking where the three hubs would be located, the 
Local Care Director advised the Committee that it was expected that the 
Ashford Rural Hub would be situated next to Ivy Court Surgery in Tenterden.  
The Ashford North Hub may be located at the WHH and the Ashford Urban 
Hub at Chilmington Green, but these were still to be finalised.

 A Member raised a query regarding a community hospital in Ashford and the 
Local Care Director confirmed that there was no proposal for this type of 
facility.  Instead, the CCG would be looking at sites for ‘step up’ and ‘step 
down’ care; examples of these included West View and Farrow Court.  These 
facilities provided good provision for the intermediate care needed by those 
patients entering or leaving hospital.  They would also look at increasing care 
provided in the home, with Community Care Navigators being made available 
and co-ordinated to deliver services.  

 A Member outlined the need to align primary and secondary care provision.  
Members commented that duplication was currently a problem and they asked 
whether medical records could be electronic and made available to all medical 
staff, to avoid replication and provide a full medical history of the patient.  The 
Local Care Director agreed this would be hugely beneficial and would mitigate 
pressures.  They hoped to create a single care record and remove stand-alone 
systems, but he noted that Social Care records were slightly different to 
medical records.  

Resolved:

That the report be received and noted.

Recommendation:

That in light of the importance of the issues presented at the meeting, all 
Councillors should fully engage with the developing estate strategy, hospital 
transformation and local care arrangements including participation in relevant 
consultations.

Queries concerning these Minutes?  Please contact Member Services:
Telephone: 01233 330491    Email: membersservices@ashford.gov.uk
Agendas, Reports and Minutes are available at – http://ashford.moderngov.co.uk
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Overview and Scrutiny Committee
Report Tracker – 24 April 2018

Report Title Date due to 
O&S

Head of Service/
Report Author Scope of what is to be scrutinised Further details / 

current position

Commercial 
Investment by the 

Council
24 April 2018

Corporate 
Property and 

Projects/ Finance 
and IT

Following discussions raised during scrutiny of the 
2018/19 draft budget, the report will present information 
on the Council’s policies for property acquisition; the 
background, return, risks, due diligence and future plans 
for International House and Park Mall; and risk 
assessment for commercial investments made by the 
Council.

The Trading and 
Enterprise Board & 
A Better Choice for 

Property Ltd

22 May 2018 

Corporate 
Property and 

Projects/ Finance 
and IT

Following discussions raised during scrutiny of the 
2018/19 draft budget, the report will present an overview 
of arms-length trading companies in local government; the 
progress of the Council’s own trading company from 
inception to the present; details of the governance 
structures in place for the company; and information on 
the company’s performance 

Overview and Scrutiny 
2018/19 Work 
Programme

22 May 2018
Committee to determine topics for inclusion in the 2018/19 
work programme as suggested by Members, Management 
Team, Parish Councils and the public.

Overview and Scrutiny 
Annual Report 22 May 2018

The Council’s Constitution requires the O&S Committee to 
make an annual report to full Council.  This report will 
summarise the Committee’s work over the past year and 
detail its work programme for 2018/19

Statutory 
requirement

Quarter 4 2017/18 
Performance Report 22 May 2018

Information on what the Council has achieved through its 
decision-making; key performance data; the wider 
borough picture.

Cabinet 
requirement

P
age 11

A
genda Item

 5



Presentation from Kent 
Savers

The O&S Committee wishes to hear from Kent Savers on 
the role and promotion of credit unions in the Borough.  
This item was identified as part of the discussion on the 
Housing Framework Annual Report at the October 2017 
Committee.

Report of Budget 
Scrutiny Task Group 
on Universal Credit

Housing, Finance 
(Revenues and 

Benefits) 

The O&S Committee wishes to have an update report on 
the roll out of Universal Credit in the Borough

Update on 
Implementation of Air 

Quality Strategy

The Committee wishes to have an update on the 
implementation of the Air Quality Strategy arising from the 
adopted Air Quality recommendations

Recommendation Tracker 
Report

Budget Scrutiny Task Group (2017/18 budget) – Cabinet minute 285/2/17 refers

Recommendation Responsibility for 
implementation Achievement/Completed

(vii) The need for further consideration of cross service and 
strategic interdependencies to be taken forward by 
Management Team in liaison with the Overview and 
Scrutiny Committee

Management Team

Report
Health Infrastructure requirements for the Borough – Cabinet minute 182/10/17 refers

Recommendation Responsibility for 
implementation Achievement/Completed

(i) The Council continue close working with the CCG to 
ensure that the Local Plan provides the requisite 
opportunities to support the development of healthcare 
provision.

Planning Policy

This is an action that requires ongoing close working 
relationship with the CCG which is happening. The 
CCGs local care arrangements were addressed 
recently by the Ashford Health & Wellbeing Board.  
Infrastructure issues will continue to feature on the 
Board’s agenda. The council is also now represented 
on the newly formed CCG Ashford Premises Group.

P
age 12



(ii) The Cabinet ensure that related aspects such as 
transport access to health care (for rural and/or elderly 
populations) are considered via an appropriate Task 
Group(s).

Cabinet, 
Strategic Transport 

Group,
Ashford Health and 

Wellbeing Board

Access to health care is a key consideration for the 
CCG in developing local care arrangements as well as 
a section criteria for the hospital transformation 
programme.     The Strategic Transport Group and 
Ashford Health and Wellbeing Board will maintain a 
watching brief and continue to work closely with the 
CCG and Hospital Trust on this issue.  

(iii) The Cabinet consider how best to work with the Ashford 
CCG and other Kent Local Authorities to lobby for changes 
in the funding allocation formula for CCGs to better reflect 
the projected population growth of Ashford.

Chief 
Executive/Leader 

(through Kent Chief 
Execs and Leaders 

Forum)

We are currently establishing from the CCG how this 
recommendation is best pursued.   Further research is 
necessary to identify the funding allocation 
methodology.  

(iv) The Cabinet consider how future Section 106 
Agreements can be made in such ways that, so far as 
possible within the legal parameters, contributions relating to 
health infrastructure can be flexibly applied to projects 
across the Borough.

Planning Policy, 
Ashford CCG

This action is being addressed via the local plan and 
involvement with the CCG Ashford Premises Group. 

Report
Findings of the Air Quality Task Group – Cabinet minute 330/2/18 refers

Recommendation Responsibility for 
implementation Achievement/Completed

That the recommendations within the attached report be 
adopted as the basis for an Air Quality Strategy for the 
Borough.

Management Team

P
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O&S Reporting flowchart

Annual work programme item Additional item (e.g. 
recommendation follow up)

A4 summary to MT

A4 summary to O&S 
pre-meet

Draft report to MT

Draft report to O&S 
pre-meet

Report to O&S 
Committee

O&S note report 
without 

recommendation

O&S make 
recommendations to 

Council/Cabinet

O&S request further 
information/

supplemental report

If request is within 
scope of A4 

summary or part 
of ongoing review

If request is outside 
scope of A4 summary

Summary report with 
recommendations to 

MT for comment

Summary report with 
recommendations 
and MT comment 

submitted to 
Cabinet/Council

Cabinet/Council adopt 
O&S recommendations

Cabinet/Council reject O&S 
recommendations

Recommendations referred to MT 
via O&S Tracker for assignment 

and updating

O&S Tracker records Committee forward plan and recommendations made
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